
Check out Perfix lockers, Gressco & HABA Pro's nature themed furniture, and Great
American Art's wide selection of nature art!
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April Showers Bring May Flowers
BI-WEEKLY MANUFACTURER UPDATES

Every other week, Ginger Grant Group shares manufacturer updates and promotions!
Last time we looked at privacy seating and screens from Ezobord, and we checked
out new team member Viney's favorite products! In this issue, we celebrate that April
showers bring May flowers by shining the spotlight on Perfix, Gressco, and Great
American Art. For a closer look, click the images below!

Perfix

Whether you need storage
within a locker room, a
corporate staff room, along
a school corridor, or in a
secure office setting, Perfix
has a versatile storage
solution. Highlights this
week include lockers, bench
seating, and filing cabinets.

    Click the image above for
more information!

Gressco

Like plants, children grow so
quickly. Gressco & HABA
Pro are in the spotlight with
activities to stimulate their
mental growth, seating and
furniture to physically
support them as they learn
and play, and decor to bring
out their creative side. 

Click the image above for
more information!

Great American Art

This week we take a closer
look at how art and
nature can inspire healing
for those recovering, induce
calm within a busy
corporate environment, and
bring inspiration to those
within memory care and
senior living environments.

Click the image above for
more information!
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Check out The Ginger Grant Group's new blog, Crossing the Furnish-Line!

Looking for a previous newsletter? Check out our Newsletter Archive:

See a manufacturer you'd like to receive future updates for? Update your preferences here: 
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Speak with a Consultant
214-217-2992

Perfix
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

Lockers (https://perfix.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Brochure_PERFIX_Evolution.pdf)
Perfix offers a wide selection of lockers to meet the needs of various industries, including schools, gyms, and workplaces. Their lockers are available in various sizes and
configurations, allowing for customization to fit specific requirements. Create the perfect design for a wide range of styles. Metal, laminate, wood or whatever material you
choose, this is an ideal option on doors or lockers for a touch of elegance while maintaining the high strength of a steel body.

Pictured: Customized laminated lockers with electronic lock 65 Series.

Steel body
Laminated doors
Steel doors available
Concealed hinges opening 110 right side (standard
Leveling glides adjustable from inside
Ellypse handle
Lock with 2 keys

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Perfix%20lockers!)
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Benches (https://www.perfix.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Locker-benches-20-30-40-
series.pdf?
_gl=1*5pqghi*_ga*MzE3NDE3MzM5LjE2NzY5MTcwNjk.*_ga_QKBPSVD214*MTY4MjA3MjIyOS42LjE
317417339.1676917069)
Perfix benches are a versatile and durable seating option that is perfect for use in locker rooms. Their sturdy construction and clean design make it ideal for withstanding
heavy use and exposure to moisture. The bench is available in a range of colors and finishes, allowing for customization to fit any locker room design.

The use of high-quality materials ensures that the bench can withstand the wear and tear of daily use and will remain a reliable seating solution for years to come. Whether
for a high school locker room or a professional sports facility, Perfix benches offer a comfortable and practical seating solution for any locker room setting.

Pictured: 30B Series Bench

Wood laminated top
Black steel base
Bases available in a selection of colors
Freestanding

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Perfix%20bench%20seating!)
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Storage (https://www.perfix.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Lateral-file-2000-Series.pdf?
_gl=1*1nvmrfz*_ga*MzE3NDE3MzM5LjE2NzY5MTcwNjk.*_ga_QKBPSVD214*MTY4MjA3MjIyOS42Lj
317417339.1676917069)
Perfix offers a variety of filing solutions for businesses and organizations of all sizes. They provide a multitude of customization options to meet the unique needs of their
clients, as well as their popular range of metal filing cabinets and bookcases. Their filing solutions are designed to be both durable and functional, providing secure storage
and easy access to important documents and files.

Pictured: Lateral Files 2000 Series fixed front cabinets secured with individual locks.

1 lock locking all drawers
2 filing bars per drawers
Interlocking system
3 fixed front drawers
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Gressco
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

Cloud with Glistening Raindrops (https://user-
ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/355/)
Made by HABA Pro, this cloud with glistening raindrops is a lovely designed wall application with moving drops.
These beautiful, unique, and sensory driven wall decorations invite you to discover and try with all your senses.

Smooth wood, rich colors, whimsical characters, and hidden surprises make these more than just any wall
decoration. Uniquely designed to help with tactile perception, sensory perception and fine motor skills.

https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/355/


These colorful and playful wall decor pieces are a real eye-catcher in any classroom, therapy center or children's
waiting area. Can be installed on walls, cabinets or doors.

Made of real birch wood veneer, stained and varnished. All mounting hardware is included.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Gressco%20wall%20decor!)

Rainbow with Cloud Sofa (https://user-
ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/243/)
A happy place to sit and lie down, this Rainbow Sofa adds sunshine to any space and allows for children to
lounge comfortably while hearing a story. Seating surface is bright blue and backrest is red, orange, yellow,
green and bright blue.

Made by HABA Pro, this sofa will brighten up early learning centers, waiting areas or children's libraries.

Made with a sturdy wood frame, base construction of foam RG 24/40. Cover is made of a hard-wearing
cotton/polyester blend that are removable and washable.

Instructions included on the cover. Not CAL 117 Compliant.

 

mailto:viney@reptheory.com?subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Gressco%20wall%20decor!
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 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Gressco%20seating!)

Flower Island (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-
HABA/HABA-2021-22)
This flower island by HABA Pro makes for a cozy getaway, perfect for early learning centers or children's
libraries. Imagine you're on a beautiful island reading a book, looking at the sky or taking a nap. It is what the
little ones make of it: a cuddle area, ball pool or cozy playground. The possibilities are endless!

Filled with Foam RG 24/40. Covered in synthetic leather fabric that is easy to wipe clean and underside has an
anti-slip coating.

Capacity: approx. 750 balls w/2¼"diameter; approx. 400 balls w/3"diameter - Sold Separately.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Gressco%20children's%20furniture%20by%20HABA%20Pro!)
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Great American Art
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

Art for Healthcare
(https://greatamericanart.com/design/healthcare-art-gallery/)
Art has the power to heal and uplift the human spirit. Much like the imagery of a sunset after a storm, art can
offer a sense of hope and renewal. This is particularly true in the context of healing, where art can help to
alleviate stress and anxiety, and promote physical and emotional well-being.

Just as a sunset after a storm can evoke a range of emotions, from awe and wonder to calm and peace, art
can offer a similarly powerful and multifaceted experience. By engaging with art, individuals can gain a
deeper understanding of their own experiences. Art can help individuals find meaning and purpose in their

https://greatamericanart.com/design/healthcare-art-gallery/


healing journey. Ultimately, the healing power of art lies in its ability to connect us to something greater than
ourselves, and to remind us of the beauty and resilience of the human spirit.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Intensa's%20range%20of%20medical%20furniture!)

Art for Senior Living
(https://greatamericanart.com/design/senior-living-art-
gallery/)
Art can be a powerful tool in promoting well-being and improving quality of life for individuals living with
memory loss or dementia. Within a memory care setting, art can provide a sense of familiarity and comfort,
helping to ground residents and alleviate feelings of confusion or disorientation. It can also help to stimulate
the brain, improve cognitive function, and provide a sense of purpose and accomplishment.

Overall, art has a unique ability to lift residents' spirits and promote a sense of calm amidst the confusion
and uncertainty that can often accompany memory loss or dementia. By incorporating art into memory care
settings, caregivers and loved ones can help residents to maintain a sense of identity, purpose, and
connection, while promoting overall well-being and quality of life.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Intensa's%20range%20of%20medical%20furniture!)
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Art for Corporate
(https://greatamericanart.com/design/corporate-art-gallery/)
In a fast-paced and often stressful corporate environment, art can serve as a powerful tool to create a sense
of calm and tranquility. Much like the gentle patter of a light rain, such as an April shower, art can provide a
calming backdrop to the hustle and bustle of daily work life. It can offer a moment of respite and reflection,
reminding us to slow down and appreciate the beauty in the world around us.

Art can take many forms within a corporate setting, from paintings to photographs to installations. By
incorporating art into office spaces, businesses can create a more welcoming and comfortable environment
for employees and visitors alike. And much like a passing rainstorm that brings the promise of May flowers,
the presence of art can inspire creativity and innovation, helping to foster a more productive and dynamic
work culture.

Art has the ability to transform corporate spaces into calming and inspiring environments. By incorporating
art into the workplace, businesses can help to create a sense of balance and well-being for employees, while
also promoting creativity and innovation.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?
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